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ABSTRACT

The steady state bistable behaviour of biexciton

population in a dense exciton-biexeiton semiconductor is

considered. The intrinsic optical feedback is provided by

the recombination mechanism. The exciton-biexciton and

biexciton-biexciton interactions play the role of non-

linearity responsible for biexciton bistability to occur.

The conditions leading to the effect of bistability are

obtained and two-parameter phase transition diagrams are

drawn for both intensity and frequency bistable phenomena.
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Optical bisl-ability as a kind of first-order phase transition far

from thermal equilibrium was first theoretically predicted by Szoke et al. [1].

Its bases are non-linearity and optical feedback. The former is due to the

non-linear interactions between quasi-particles in the medium and the Latter

can either be provided by the mirrors of the cavity or by using some external

feedback systems [2i. A two-photon resonance process mechanism for optical

bistability was also presented by some authors [3i. In [41 quantum theories

were developed for excitonic optical bistability. Recently, great

attention has been paid to the non-linear optical response of such a system

like CuCl containing both excitons and biexcitons [5J-[12], The fusion

of two polaritons into an excitonic molecule gives rise to an intensity

dependence of the dielectric function and this non-linearity makes possible

optical bistability with platelets of direct-band gap semiconductors [5]-(7],[9].

The authors of Ref.fS] had taken into account both the direct contribution

of the ground state to exciton transition and the exciton to biexciton one

and received a formula for the dielectric function which covers that of [5]

as a particular case. However, this formula derived from an incorrect

approximation of the field-matter interaction leads to the appearance of a

double pole of the complex dielectric function that violates the Kramers-

Kronig relations. The said difficulty was overcome in [10] which has shown

that incorporation of the complete field-matter interaction and the local-field

correction predicts optical bistability near the two-photon biexciton resonance.

At variance with all the above-mentioned articles, the theoretical results of

[11] excludethe possibility of a bistable reflectivity due to the local-field

effect and show that the inclusion of local-field effects is either negligible

or not valid. So, as one can see, despite many efforts, the present under-

standing of the non-linear response of exciton-biexciton systems at high

light intensities is still less than complete.

We are here interested in a bistable behaviour of the biexciton

population arising from the non-linear interparticle interactions in a dense

exciton-biexciton system under the action of high intensity light beams. In

Sec.II we derive the equation for intensity-dependent biexciton population.

The conditions for the occurrence of bistability are searched in Sec.Ill, where

two-parameter phase transition diagrams are also plotted.

The units used throughout this paper are fi - c = V - 1 ,
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II. INTENSITY-DEPENDENT BIEXCITON POPULATION

Let us start by considering a coherent dense exciton-biexciton

system with the Hamiltonian

H ~

a

7 f K
z /,' a (1)

Here
. +

and u), are the energies of excitons and biexcitons, a'_(a_) andvva 4 4

b o.i^b +v)
 a r e their creation (annihilation) operators with the corresponding

wave vectors q and q+k. The acting light field with frequency in and

wave vector k is treated classically

Ek
-lujt ikr (2)

The exciton-exciton, biexciton-biexciton and exciton-biexciton

interaction constants, for the sake of simplicity> are assumed to be wave-

vector - independent and denoted by v , v. and v , , respectively. The

real quantity M is the matrix element of the exciton to biexciton transition

under the action of light. We also consider it as a constant- Supposing

that the frequency of the light is tuned almost in the exciton induced

absorption region, in semiconductors like CuCl with relatively large biexciton

binding energies we can neglect the ground state-exciton transitions in

comparison with the exciton-biexciton ones. This is the reason why the terms

proportional to E. a, and E, a are absent in (1). Since the system

under investigation is coherent, there exists only one kind of excitons (or

biexcitons) with wave-vector q (or q+k). Thus, if the light is to be mono-

chromatic, we may suppress for brevity the wave vector indices in exciton and

biexciton operators and the phase factor ea r(e l T) in E,(E, ),

.We now set up the equations of motion for biexciton operators. Using

(1) we have immediately

b - - icO b - i >'
S i

- /') ci'a h a (3)
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For a steady state case, the solutions of Eqs.(3) and (4) are seeked

in the forms (the classical approximation)

- i C O t

= AC (5)

where constants A and B are assumed to be complex numbers. By

neglecting the fluctuations but introducing phenomenologically the damping

constant of biexciton Yu we obtain, after inserting (5) into (3) and (4),

the following relations

f> - Mt A

(7)

From (6) and (7) we have

/ ( ̂cc- uj, - y n, - v , n ) r- .)'""" in - tit z n (8)

In (8) n = |A| , n, = (B| are the steady state exciton and
2 .

biexciton populations, while I = \z\ is the intensity of light. On the

other hand, from (1) we can also derive the equations of motion for n and
* a

n,, which are given by

nv = - T c b L.i j (9)

which means that the total number of excitons and biexcitons is an integral

of motion of the system.

n + n, constanta b (10)

Supposing that before the incoming of the light our system is in a

state with n excitons, then

n = n - nb ' (11)
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Inserting (Ll)into (8) we receive the wanted intensity dependence of

biexciton population in terras of some normalized quantities

•V t •>; (12)

- X,

-x = —
n

( v -
v * Z h

y,' (U)

•n

III. CONDITIONS FOR BIEXCITON BISTABILITY TO OCCUR

Depending on the relation between two parameters a (characterizing

the light detuning) and jj (characterizing the biexciton lifetime) the bi-

exciton population may or may not behave bistably. To obtain the two-parameter

phase transition diagram we first write down the conditon for the equation

3y/3x = 0 to possess three real roots

s r H ? J '

The left-hand side of (16) is a second-order equation with respect to p

which vanishes as

(16)

2

] (17)

where

V
• '

(18)

Generally, the above-written expressions are complicated. Fortunately,

in our case we can check by direct transformations and get the following very

simple relations1

(19)

(20)

Using (19) and (20) we have for (17)

(21)

The condition (16) now looks as

< ^ / ./ < (22)

For the biexciton bistability to take place the three roots of the

equation 3y/3x = 0 must not only be real but positive. It can be proved

that the additional to (22) condition is

< 0 (23)

Fig.l represents the phase transition diagram characterized by two

parameters a and £• The dashed region corresponds to the hjstable

phase and any point outside of it gives Lhe single-valued function

x = x(y). The (y-x)-charactiers are drawn in Fig.2 for three points 1, 2

and 3 in Fig.l. For point 3 the biexclton population exhibits a hysteresis

cycle (ABCD) when the light intensity is increasing and r.hen dncreasing.

Another kind of heiteresis phenomenon may rise by varying the light

frequency but keeping its intensity fixed. To investigate this so-called

frequency hysteresis, we rwritt; Eq.(12) In the form
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= L ._ X. (24)

The input-power y must now be treated as a parameter of the theory

together with p. The equation ba/'Sx ~ 0 is of the form

From (25) we have

•'+
- L (25)

'h(j',-
c X

(26)

3JThe equation — - 0 possesses two roots at

x\ = 0

X. - (27)

It is easy to verify that x is the inflection point of J and x~ is

its minimum. Therefore, if J(x ) < 0, the function J will have two

positive roots and the dependence x = x(a) will be a double-valued function.

In this case the frequency hysteresis cycle will appear. When J(x^) = 0

(critical curve) the function a « a(x) has an inflection point with

horizontal tangent. Finally, for J(x_) > 0 the function x = 5t(a) will

become a single-valued one so that there will be no bistability (see Figs.3

and 5). Since

(28)

(29)

the condition J(x.,) < 0 gives

n
LI

From (29) we can plot in Fig.4 the phase transition diagram familiar

to that in Fig.l but a being replaced by y. The bistability phase region

is -aiso dashed. The curves 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in Fig.5 correspond to the

points 1, 2, 3, h and 5 in Fig.4.
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IV. DISCUSSION

As it can be seen, the biexciton bistability considered in this

paper may take place under relevant conditions and it is due entirely to

the non-linear interactions of medium particles with the light field as well

as with themselves. This kind of bistability is called truly intrinsic or

resonatorless [13], because there are no extraneous feedback systems. Such

a bistability mechanism should display a very fast response. Here, the

intrinsic feedback mechanism is based on the balance of optical generation

and recombination of particles. The interparticle interactions responsisble

for the bistability are exciton-biexciton (v ,) and biexciton-biexciton (vh)

ones. The excxton-exciton coupling v gives no contribution to the treated

bistability effect. It is also worth to noto that not only separate coupling

constants but their difference (v . - \). ) play an important role. In the

case such that the difference (v , - v.) vanishes no bistablity could be
ab b J

observed. In fact, if

expression for n,:
ab

v, we shall have from Eq.(8) the following

M

M
(30)

It is a monotonic function of I, which vanishes at 1 = 0 and tends

to n (the saturation effect) with the light intensity increasing to infinity.

Unfortunately, the physical origin of it is not clear yet. for us.

Furthermore, we can find from direct inspection of Figs.l and 5 that

the necessary condition for the appearance of bieiciton bistability is a < 0.

Making use of formula (13) we can experimentally estimate the relative

magnitudes of coupling constants v. and v . by tuning the light frequenece.

UJ to observe the effect of bistability. Namely, if the. bistability

phenomenon takes place in the light frequency region such that

In the
1,

\i , > (or <) v .
ab b

u> < (or >) Mus, + v . n ) , then it follows that
L b ab .

limit n >> (2ui - Wi)v . , which is satisfied either in a system with very

high particle density or in the spectral region neat" the two-photon biexciton

resonance the effect of bistability could occur only in semiconductors with

vab > V

In conclusion, we have to recognize that our theory here is .based on

rather simple approximations in writing the Hamiltonian (10) and in introducing

the biexciton damping constant in a phenomenological way. Since laser excited

semiconductors are in a state far from equili briu«h it is best to develop

the non-equilibrium Green function technique [1^1 for describing such a

collective behaviour of highly excited semiconductors as optical bistabjlity.

We plan to do it somewhat in the future.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1 Intensity bistability two-parameter phase transition diagram.

Fig.2 Light intensity-biexciton population character.

Fig.3 Plots of J versus x for J(x2) > 0 (curve 1), J(x.) = 0

(curve 2) and J(x^) < 0 (curve 3).

?ig.4 Frequency bistability two*parameter phase transition diagram.

FiR.5 Light frfiquency-biexciton population character.
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